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Dual purpose strip and cover for aluminium profile

.PRF-PSP dual purpose sealing strip.
Used for:  
-  With open side facing in; to close slots in the profile
-  With open side facing out; to support panels up to 6mm 

thick (Thin panels may require additional silicon or rubber 
strip, not supplied)

Assembly: Clip in or slide from one end and cut to length.

.PRF-PR-2 cover.
Used for:
- Covering slots in profiles
- Electrical cables or tubing can be run in the slot
- Can be marked as a ruler 
Assembly:
-  Slide or push into slot, cutting to length with sheet metal 

scissors

Inserts into profile slotPRFpsp
PRFpr

PRF-PR

PRF-PSP

Part number
  Length Weight Price each
 Material (mm) (kg/m) 1 to 49

*Depending on availability - Dimensions in mm

50+
-5%

100+
On request

1+
List

Qty.
Disc.

DISCoUNTS

Stock*
Dual purpose strip
PRF-PSP Hard grey PVC 2000 0,25 4 3,98 F
Cover
PRF-PR-2 Aluminium 2000 0,28 - 8,60 F



Our other products

NIN

Self-locking nut, Steel

AT5M_AT10M

AT type timing belt
per metre, AT10 Steel
cored polyurethane

YG4

HEAVY DUTY spur
gear, Steel 35NCD6

H4

Crossed helical gear
crossed axis at 90°,
Steel 20NCD2

BPHF

Ball transfer unit push
fit, Heavy

P60

Worm and wheel gear
reducer, up to 118
Nm

BOX-WM

Box set of washer -
DIN125, Box set of
steel washers

B

Steel bevel gear, 1:1

HRV

V- rail guidance
Simple Select®
system, Rail with
carriage

BPM-Z

Plastic slotted spring
plunger with ball tip,
Plastic body +
stainle...

LAT4

4A motorised linear
actuator, 4  amperes

BGC

Oldham coupling,
Clamp

Complementary products

PRF4545

Standard aluminium
profile, 45 x 45 mm
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